COATED WITH

THE
TOUGHEST
INDUSTRIAL
ICE MELTER
IN IT’S
CLASS!

AMC

THE PERFORMANCE
ENHANCING CATALYST
THAT PROVIDES
INSTANT MELTING
ACTION

MELTS TO -5°F!

MELTS TO -5°F!
Still need an exceptional ice melter without the high price tag? THAW
MASTER and AMC, the catalyst that ignites melting power, team up
to offer a fast, sustaining melting action without the outrageous cost.
THAW MASTER is the economical choice, yet remains extremely
productive even in the worst weather. AMC, calcium chloride &
magnesium chloride, three high-powered raw materials, combine to
quickly generate heat and draw moisture from the air to ensure a
speedy thaw even at temperatures as low as -5°degrees. Applying
too much product leads to major headaches, which is why THAW
MASTER is dyed green, making the spreading and placement of
product easier. This allows the end-user to place the product where it
needs to be placed and in the correct amounts, therefore minimizing
damage to vegetation and also cutting down on damage to concrete.
If a safe, clear, clean surface and workable budget is what you need,
THAW MASTER is the ice melter for you!

EC Grow has successfully established a formula
all its own to bring one of the fastest acting and
safest liquid de-icers to the granular market.
AMC, the catalyst that ignites melting power,
is an innovative product added to THAW
MASTER that dramatically increases
the speed and performance of the ice
melting crystals. AMC is a specially formulated liquid product that is safe
to you and the outdoors and is unique to the ice melting industry. AMC
elevates THAW MASTER to a class all its own!

CONTAINS:

NOW WITH AMC
Don’t wait around for your de-icer to start working……speedy
action is key when using a de-icing product. Thaw Master, along
with AMC, the catalyst that ignites melting power, team up to
assure a fast and cost effective thaw down to –5 degrees.
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•COLD WEATHER POWER

THAW MASTER’s concentrated crystals start working right
away to melt snow and ice even when the temperature gets as
low as -5°F.

•MULTI-INGREDIENT ACTION

THAW MASTER’s blend of ingredients generates a synergy
giving you more melting power than each ingredient
individually.

•GREEN DYE

A water soluble, non-staining food dye is added to THAW
MASTER to aid in visibility during the application process.
The green color makes the spreading process easy and
greatly reduces the odds of over-application, which can be
detrimental to surrounding vegetation and poor quality
concrete.

•SAFE TO THE OUTDOORS

THAW MASTER will master winter’s worst snow and ice, but is
safe to vegetation and wildlife when used as directed.

•SAFE ON CONCRETE & TREATED WOOD

THAW MASTER doesn’t contain any ingredient that will
chemically alter or damage air entrained quality concrete or
treated wood when used as directed.*

•CLEAN, NO RESIDUE

THAW MASTER breaks down to a colorless and odorless
liquid so it doesn’t leave a white film or slippery oily residue
on shoes, sidewalks, driveways or carpets.

•NO HASSLE STORAGE & HANDLING

THAW MASTER has an unlimited shelf life and needs no
special storage or handling.
*DIRECTIONS:
Spread at the rate of about 1/4 cup per sq. yd. Leaves
no messy white residue to coat sidewalks or to be tracked
into buildings. Remove the slush immediately to prevent
penetration of porous areas and cracks in the concrete, as
continual thawing and freezing action can cause damage to
poor quality concrete. Will not harm carpet or floors.
ITEM
PACKAGE
NUMBER
SIZE
980-0050 50# Bag
980-0500 50# Box
980-0100 100# Box

PACKAGE QUANTITY
WEIGHT PER PALLET
2450 Lbs.
49 Bags
2400 Lbs.
48 Boxes
2400 Lbs.
24 Boxes

UPC
CODE
24378-80050
24378-80140
24378-80160

